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HAUw~~
    A recent,. very interesting, review' on electrolyte solutions under pressure by Nakahara and Osugi0 
Contained two cii6cisms of the work of the writer and his colleagues, which were minor ones but 
nevertheless call for some reply. 
    First, Nakahara and Osugii> crfticfzed Hamann and Lintonz> for using formula (4)'. or its equiv-
alent (5), to represent the pressure dependence of ionic activity coefficients r. They suggested that 
it gives values of the ratio log7<n)/logT(t) that are substantially ower-by about 8~ at Skbar-
than values calculated directly from the limiting Debye-HUtkel re]ationship. However, the values 
that Nakahara and Osugi listed in the third column of their Table 1, as being derived from (5), are 
wrong. The correct values are as follows: 
   Pressure/kbar 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 
   log ytn)f log tr) 0.977 0.914 0.919 0.887 0.860 0.835     from eq. ~5) 
These are within 0.8% of the limiting Debye-HUtkel values and, in the pressure range in which 
Hamann and Linton used them they are within 0.04/. Hamann and Linton2) were right in saying 
that "the term involving b...corrects for the non-linearity of the pressure dependence of the dielec-
tric constant and density". Formulae (4) and (5) are more con5'enient [o use than (3) and are more 
accurate han \akahara nd Osugi s empirical approximation (10). 
   Nakahara and Osugi's econd criticisms) was a repetition of earlier emarks by \akahara et ass) 
to the effect hat the high pressure conductivity values of Buchanan and Hamann-+) for aqueous 
solutions of KCl "are too Inw". Although the writer claims no high accuracy for the data of Buchanan 
and Hamann, be has shown elservheres) that there is considerable independent evidence (not cited by 
Nakahara and Osugi in their Table 2) indicating that he values of Buchanan and Hamann are not too 
low, but that those of Nakahara e! a1.3> are too high. 
                                       CSIRO AppliedChemistry Laboratories 
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    (Receiued 31ay 6, 1970) 
    + The numbering of formulae is the same as that of Nakahara and Osugit>. 
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